Design, Collect, Analyze.

Design, Collect, Analyze.
Do it all.

Design survey 3X faster.
Survey design with IdSurvey is extremely easy.
The graphic interface displays the questionnaire
as the real interview, so you can easily use it. With
a few clicks you can add or edit texts, select
questions from more than 50 types and add
complex rules.
If you want to program surveys faster than light,
you can use IdCode, the programming language
of IdSurvey. IdCode has a surprisingly easy
syntax and doesn’t require any programming
experience.
IdCode runs parallel to the graphic interface so
you can take advantage of the best of both. If you
don’t know the syntax of a specific function or
question, you can use the graphic interface and
then check how it’s coded in IdCode.

Pro features
IdSurvey pro features combine the easiness of the
interface with the power of the engine.
You can quickly design complex rules, loops,
update and create variables, interact with data from
other surveys or integrate third party tools.
Deploy your survey with several distribution
channels: email, sms, social media, multiple
panels and multiple links.
Add simple and stratified quotas to efficiently work
with your statistical sample.
Manage and monitor telephone and face-to-face
interviewers.

Multiple Languages
Create and manage multilingual surveys by simply
uploading the Excel files of your translators. You
can manage revisions by only exporting the parts of
the questionnaire that were added or changed.
IdSurvey will automatically display the
questionnaire in the language set in the browser
or in the database.
Quick editing to the translations can also be done in
IdCode with no need to export the Excel.

Phone, web and face to face.
All together, for real.
ONLINE

Quickly reach respondents with
web interviews. Choose one of
IdSurvey amazing responsive
themes, set your options and
upload a logo with the intuitive
interface. Enrich questions with
images, video or audio and
downloadable files in one click.
With smart display, the web
interview is perfectly displayed on
any device.
Invite your target and set
reminders with Email or SMS
campaigns.
Work with one or multiple third
party panels or social media
platforms using dynamic URLs or
create customized links in order to
track down the origin of survey
responses. With IdSurvey no
interview will ever be anonymous.

OFFLINE

Collect data wherever you are - no
internet connection needed.
IdSurvey app is available for
Android, iOS and Windows PC.
The app has all the features
available in IdSurvey including
photo question, file attachment
and GPS recording for an accurate
field control.
You can assign a list of existing
respondents to interviewers or
work with the anonymous
distribution.
The interviewer can suspend the
interview and resume it later on
and synchronize collected data
whenever they have an internet
connection.

CATI

IdSurvey has an intuitive interface
that easily leads your
interviewers through telephone
surveying, directing them every
step of the way.
You can monitor your
interviewers progress online at
any time. You can set rules for
calls, decide call priority or
re-assign appointments for a
better management of the call
center.
With Click to Dial you can quickly
call respondents with one click, no
need to manually dial the number.
You can also activate Predictive
Dialing eliminating time that
interviewers spend searching for
available contacts and duplicating
their productivity.

Scan and try!

ANALYSIS AND REPORT
Analyze, display and share survey results and progress in real time. Create unlimited reports choosing
different types of charts and tables. You can easily configure data source, metrics and options to create the
perfect visualization of your collected data.
Bring your collected data to life
with customisable charts and
tables.

Create unlimited reports and
share them with your
customers or external users.

Save time using the smart
report automatically generated
by IdSurvey algorithm.

Add filters and global breakout
to focus just on the data that
you’re looking for.

Create breakout of charts and
tables by crossing questions or
contact fields.

Export charts, tables or entire
reports in PDF, PNG, Excel and
other formats.

Flexible licences
ONLINE
Licenses are sold as prepaid packs
of completed interviews. Discount
brackets are available to fit big
and small activities.
Just complete interviews are
deducted.
Optional Email and SMS licenses
are available to purchase
OFFLINE
Licenses are sold as prepaid packs
of completed interviews. Discount
brackets are available to fit big and
small activities.
Just complete interviews are
deducted.
Free CAPI app
CATI

Safe infrastructure
All your data is secure with IdSurvey OnCloud
infrastructure. The server farm offers high efficiency
and security with redundant servers, daily backups,
SSL Security, up-time service 99,99%, up-time
storage 99,999999999%.
As an alternative to our hosted solution, we can install
the survey system on the customer’s server for a
complete management of the infrastructure and
Microsoft SQL database.
ISO 27001

certified

Pro support
IdSurvey support team is ready to help you. When you
purchase IdSurvey, you meet a team of professionals
who can train you and guide you in designing and
programming complex surveys. Basic support is free
and guaranteed to all customers. If you need to, our
scripting team can do the questionnaire programming
for you, saving your time and energy. Our
development team turns ideas and requirements into
all-around easy features. With IdSurvey, you’ll always
have a software that’s up-to-date.

Licenses are based on the number
of concurrent interviewers working
on the CATI interface.
Choose between permanent
purchase, annual rent and daily
license or mix them for
maximum flexibility.
Unlimited data collection

Free admin, free hosting, no limits.

Click to dial included

Each installation includes up to 3 concurrent
logins to the Admin interface for free

Optional IdTalk PBX

Free Cloud hosting

Optional Predictive Dialer licenses

No limit in number of concurrent surveys
Unlimited questions per survey
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